Design patterns have been widely employed as a useful object-oriented technique in software engineering. In this paper, we present an approach to property checking for the application of design patterns in rCOS, which is known as a refinement calculus for object oriented systems. A relational calculus is proposed to specify the pattern properties we would like to check. To construct the abstract model from rCOS instead of analyzing directly on source code, we combine static and dynamic analysis together to achieve better checking efficiency. Class diagrams and object diagrams are obtained with the analysis of rCOS program. The extended operational semantics for rCOS with the object graph is given as the basis for representing object relationships. A general algorithm for calculating relational predicates is presented to perform the property checking. The examples of design patterns from GoF [7] , such as abstract factory, builder etc, are also provided to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach from which we can tell whether some patterns are used correctly.
Introduction
Since the publication of the most well-known catalog of patterns [7] , design patterns have been widely accepted and used in software engineering community. Design patterns have their own unique intents to describe the roles, responsibilities, and collaboration of participating classes and instances in different scenarios. They are applied in various software products to reuse expert design experience. The developers must be aware of different design choices during development to modify adequately and improve efficiently systems. Even the design documents exist, it may not be consistent with the source code after the system has evolved and been changed due to new requirements. However, manual identifications in large systems are error-prone and thus it is important to develop the approach to understand design patterns from source code and check whether they are used correctly.
On the other hand, it is a hard job to fully formalize design patterns in a rigorous way. Some researchers who have attempted to provide a formal basis for patterns have Figure 1 . Approach Outline most commonly done it from a desire to perform refactoring of existing code. Attempts to formalize refactoring have achieved good success to date [20, 10] , where patterns are viewed as the logical abstraction on that they should operate. For instance, Eden developed the LEPUS [2] , which is a symbolic logic language for the specification of recurring motifs in object oriented architectures. Quan et al. [14] investigated how design patterns and refactoring rules are used in a formal method by formulating and showing them as refinement laws in rCOS [9] .
We propose an interesting approach to check design pattern properties based on rCOS framework, which is an object-oriented programming model. It is defined as an object-based language with subtypes, visibility, reference types, inheritance, type casting, dynamic binding and polymorphism. The motivation of this work is to develop an approach to check whether design patterns are used correctly in order to achieve the goals that design patterns can be identified automatically ( good pattern are found or bad patterns may exist in systems ). We classify two categories of property for patterns: general property and user-related property. The general property refers to the design pattern specification that specifies the rigorous form of some design pattern implementation. Thus, we can detect whether some pattern is used in programs by checking its general property. Due to the complexity of design pattern, even the general properties of some pattern are satisfied, the pattern may be misused in a concrete context. For instance, for the implementation of abstract factory pattern, an unexpected concrete factory may be introduced in the system, which cannot be detected by general property checking. Thus, the user-related property is introduced to help developers specify their own properties they want to check.
The outline of our approach for property checking of patterns is illustrated in Figure 1 . Firstly, the given rCOS program is performed by two processors in parallel: static analysis processor and dynamic execution processor. The first one is to extract the class diagram from rCOS program while the latter one is to construct object diagram dynamically by means of the execution semantics of rCOS we developed. Secondly, class and object diagrams form the rCOS model on which the properties defined will be checked. Pattern properties are defined by the relational calculus and they can capture the general or user-related properties. Finally, the rCOS model and properties are input into a relational analyzer that can check whether those properties are satisfied based on rCOS model. We have implemented a relational analyzer by recursively checking relation operators appeared in relational calculus.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces rCOS language with its extended execution semantics. We introduce the relational calculus as a specification language and gives property checking algorithms as well in Section 3. We also present how we evaluate the performance of our approach in Section 4. The discussion is in Section 5 while the related work is in Section 6. Section 7 concludes our work.
Model Generation
In this section, we first introduce the object-oriented language rCOS, which is designed for the refinement of object models, and captures most of the OO features. Then, we express how to extract the class and object diagrams from rCOS program. Here we list the main features of rCOS.
Class Declaration
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Class Diagram Generation
Our approach tries to get the class and object diagrams, which are the basis of pattern representation. For the class diagram, it is very easy to be obtained. Because rCOS provides the class declaration and we only to analyze the source code of the class declaration part by a depth-first search algorithm. This algorithm just starts from any class declaration and explores its attributes recursively.
We note that two relations between classes we can observe from class diagram generation. One is inheritance, which means that one class is the subclass of another class. The other is containment, which means that one class depends on another class. Thus, we will construct those two relations on the class diagram we obtain.
Object Diagram Generation
To achieve object diagrams from source code, it usually needs a run-time monitor for the observation of object variation in memory. Because rCOS does not provide any runtime environment at present, we use the simulation technique instead to realize this purpose. This technique is basically relied on the execution semantics of rCOS we proposed in our previous work [22] , but modified according to the need of object diagram generation. We first introduce its semantics, then give an example to show how it works.
Configuration The configuration is the basic element for the execution semantics of rCOS. We define it as: cmd, Φ, OG , where: The symbol cmd represents that command cmd is to be executed. Φ denotes the running environment, which is a stack, representing the local running environment. The element in such a stack keeps the information for a method call. It is a quadruplet < o, m, v, ρ >, here o denotes the object manipulated, m is the called method, v is the mapping from parameters names to their values and ρ is the mapping from local variables to their values. An object o is denoted by the tuple defined as id, Initial T ype, Attrs . Here the value id is the unique identifier of the object. Initial T ype is the actual type of the object. Attrs ::= {attr name → value} is a map from the name of attributes to its value. OG is an object graph that describes a family of objects and the relations. Each directed edge labeled its attribute points to the value or object that the attribute refers to.
An object graph OG = (ǫ, Σ, L, E) is a rooted, directed and labeled graph, where ǫ is the root node with no incoming edges. Σ ⊆ N is the set of nodes and each of them is either the root node ǫ or an object node or a value node. (N is an infinite set of node names.) The element in set L ::= {creation, call, ref erence} is used to label the edges. E ⊆ Σ × L × Σ is the set of the edges.
Execution Semantics for rCOS The execution semantics of rCOS can simulate the real execution of rCOS program, and thus, we can construct the object diagram dynamically based on the recording of configuration. The execution semantics is essentially a set of execution rules by which the whole state of program can be observed. We omit the rules here, which can be referred to [22] .
Object Creation This rule shows how configuration changes when a 'new C' action occurs. The only change of configuration is OG (object graph, defined in section above) where there are two elements are affected: Σ and E. < id, C, ǫ > is added to Σ because the creation action makes a new object. Two edges which are different in labels are added into E. The edge that has creation la- The edge that has reference label represent that the current object refers to < id, C, ǫ > because when the C is created, a lvalue will be evaluated by C. Functions pop and top are standard ones with getting the first element and deletion of the first element in a given stack.
Example
We just give an example to show how our approach works. Below is a rCOS code segment using abstract factory pattern. Class MazeFactory can creat rooms, walls and doors od mazes. EnchantedMazeFactory and BombedMazeFactory are subclasses of MazeFactory. They can redefine different methods and return different subclasses of Room, Wall and Door. According to the static analysis on the class declaration in code, we obtain its class diagram in Figure  2 , while the object diagram ( Figure 3 ) can be dynamically constructed based on the execution semantics. 
Relational Calculus
A relational calculus is introduced to specify those properties precisely, which are listed below.
BR is some atomic relations. Inh(x, y) denotes that the type of object x is the direct subclass of the one of object y. Con(x, y) denotes that x depends on y statically. These two predicates can be applied to class diagram and decided statically. Cal(x, y) denotes object x calls a method of object y. Cre(x, y) represents that object x creates object y. Ref(x, y) represents that object x refers to object y. The last three predicates can be applied to object diagram, which means those relations may be decided at run time. The difference between Con(x, y) and Ref(x, y) is that the first one can be decided on class diagram statically while the other needs to be decided on object diagram dynamically.
Others are based on atomic ones. Most of them are logic operators for the combination of two relations. R⊳b⊲R denotes the conditional similarly to the one defined previously in rCOS language. R + denotes the transitive closure which is useful to represent transitive relations such as call relation and inheritance relation. Actually, those relational predicates can express the graph structures where nodes stand for objects or classes, while edges are denoted as the relations between objects or classes. They are also used as a specification language to capture the properties of design patterns. For instance, we can express the properties of composite pattern illustrated in Figure 4 . The formula above denotes that there exists a composition leaf which contains its ancestor, while there also exists at least one leaf which has no successor.
Properties for Design Patterns
In this section, the relational calculus is adopted to describe general and user-related properties for patterns. We use three patterns to show our application of relational calculus proposed. These patterns stand for the three categories from GoF: creational, structural and behavioral ones.
Abstract factory pattern
Abstract factory pattern concentrates on decoupling the creation of concrete objects from the client where those concrete objects are used by introducing the concept of factory. Figure 5 is a class diagram for abstract factory pattern. To capture the specification of this pattern, the general property of abstract factory pattern can be described as:
Here x, y, z acts as the role of concreteF, concreteA, client in Figure 5 separately, whilea, b respects the role of AbstractF, AbstractA. Figure 2 shows a well-known instance of abstract factory pattern from [7] to create components for a maze game. Now, let us have a look at some userrelated properties for the example appeared in Section 2. 
If we only pay attention to what products are produced in the system, the requirement can be expressed as follows:
The last predicate expresses that EnchantedMazeFactory only creates three products.Below is an exclusive property that restricts the behavior on creating only three products. Cre(EnchantedMazeFactory, EnchantedRoom) ∧ Cre(EnchantedMazeFactory, Wall) ∧ Cre(EnchantedMazeFactory, DoorNeedSpell) ∧∀y ∈ Object * /{EnchantedRoom, Wall, DoorNeedSpell}• !Cre(EnchantedMazeFactory, y) Composite Pattern In Figure 4 , the class diagram of composite pattern is given. We can specify the general property as follows:
Inh(a, y) Here x acts as Component, z stands for the Composite while y is the Leaf . Relations between z and x should be observed that they are both in inheritance and containment, which is the key structure of composite pattern. Another property for the composite pattern is that the role Composite should redirect calling requests of the component operation to actual operations in those leaves it contains. The following formula specifies this property: Cal(client, composite) ⇒ ∃leaf • Cal(composite, leaf) Observer Pattern The diagram of observer pattern is in Figure 6 . We can get the general properties as follow:
The formulas describes both static and runtime properties. x stands for the ConcreteSubject class and a stands for the Subject class. y and b represent ConcreteObserver and Observer respectively. m and n are instances of ConcreteSubject and ConcreteObserver. The implication relation between two Cal relations intends to clarify that if an instance of ConcreteSubject changes its own state , then it will notify all instances of ConcreteObserver by calling a particular method of them .
Relational Analysis Algorithms
Relational Calculus describes relations in classes and objects and shows the essence of object-oriented programs. It is necessary to develop some algorithms to automatically check the satisfaction of properties on particular programs. We'd like to give several algorithms to perform the property checking. Because the semantic of Relational Calculus is based on the class graph and the object graph which can be generated by program executions, so algorithms for property checking are mainly based on graph algorithms.
Algorithm SAT (CG, OG, R)

Input:
CG is the class graph of target program. OG is the object graph of target program at a particular time point of the execution.
R is the relation property to be checked on CG and OG.
Output:
If R holds on CG and OG, true will be returned. Otherwise, f alse will be returned. begin case R is BR:
return SATuni(CG, OG, R) R is ∃x, y • R1(x, y):
return SAT (CG, OG, !∀x, y•!R1(x, y)) end case end
The main entry algorithm SAT takes the class graph and the object graph of a particular program, then returns whether the formula is satisfied. Atomic binary relations can be directly computed on the CG or the OG by onestep neighborhood search ( see Algorithm SAT BR ). In SAT BR , such a function Inh G (G, x) retrieves all successors of x on the graph G with Inh property labeled. Most relations can be transformed to several isolated parts by the basis of semantic equivalence on first-order logic, and can be computed those parts respectively. Such as the implication relation is transformed into the form of !R 1 ∨ R 2 .
Algorithm SATBR(CG, OG, R) begin case R is Inh(x, y): return {y} ∩ {a|a ∈ InhG(CG, x)} = φ R is Cal(x, y): return {y} ∩ {a|a ∈ CalG(OG, x)} = φ R is Con(x, y): return {y} ∩ {a|a ∈ ConG(CG, x)} = φ R is Cre(x, y):
The relation of transitive closure should be processed in another way because there is no equivalence form for R + . SAT tran is in charge of checking the transitive closure relation. The essence of SAT tran is to compute the transitive closure G * of graph G by Floyd-Warshall [21] algorithm. Floyd-Warshall algorithm preprocesses the original graph to add edge (i, k) to the new graph if edge (i, j) and (j, k) both exist. After the preprocessing, the problem of checking R + on G is transformed to check R on G * .
Algorithm SATtran(CG, OG, R) begin case R is Inh(x, y) or Con(x, y):
The formula with existential quantifier ∃x • R is converted to the formula with universal quantifier !∀x•!R. We only propose the algorithm SAT uni to check formula with universal quantifier. Each iteration of the algorithm eliminates only one quantified variable by traversing the whole graph and substituting the variable with each node it traversed. Repeating calling SAT uni , all quantifiers would be eliminated. Due to the exhausting method for quantifier elimination, the performance of SAT uni is affected notably by the total number of embedded universal quantifiers. So it is necessary to introduce some heuristical method to reduce the target searching space when implementing SAT uni .
Algorithm SATuni(CG, OG, R)
for each node n in OG i ← i ∧ SATuni(CG, OG, R1 [x\n]); end case return i; R is not ∀x • R1:
returnSAT (CG, OG, R) end case end
Evaluation
We have implemented the relation calculus and the analysis algorithm to evaluate the performance of our approach. The basic process of evaluation is (1) statically analyzing the target program to create a class graph, (2) monitoring the running states of the target program which is executed by some arbitrary inputs to build up an object graph, (3) checking the satisfiability of the input of relation formula on the class graph and the object graph. Note that the static analysis captures only inheritance and property dependency relations while the dynamic analysis captures object creation, references and method calls. The evaluation aims at two aspects. The first is to explore what patterns the program adopts, namely the design pattern recognition. The recognition is usually performed by checking a predefined set of rules which regulates the specification of design patterns. The second is to decide whether the usage of design patterns is correct upon users' expectation. User specified rules are appropriate for the second type of checking.
Three subject programs were prepared and each program has one pattern, which mentioned in Section 3.2. All evaluations were done on a workstation with 2.66GHz CPU. The result of pattern recognition is shown in Table 1 . Note that the column 'Time Cost' denotes the computing time of our predicate analysis algorithm. The result shows that our approach is effective for pattern recognition.
Sometimes only the exploration of the usage of design patterns is not robust enough to prove the program is correct. So user-related properties can be applied to examine the usage of patterns on target programs for the user requirement. For example, when we checked the following formula on program test1, the checker reported it was not satisfied. ∀a • ((Inh(a, Carnivore)||Inh(a, Herbivore)) ⇒ !Con(AnimalW orld, a) After inspecting the source code, a mistaken usage of abstract factory pattern was found. In normal case, the client side of abstract factory should use only the variable Factory  156  test2  14 nodes, 29 edges  Composite  172  test3 10 nodes, 15 edges Observer 156 Table 1 . Pattern recognition result with type AbstractP roduct to hold objects created by factories. But in test1, the source of client side becomes:
Bison herbivore = f actory.CreateHerbivore(); Wolf carnivore = f actory.CreateCarnivore(); which should be:
Herbivore herbivore = f actory.CreateHerbivore(); Carnivore carnivore = f actory.CreateCarnivore();
because Herbivore and Carnivore represent the AbstractP roduct in subject test1.
Another example is subject test2 with composite pattern. In most cases, the function of Compositor in composite pattern is to maintain a list of objects with the type of its superclass. So the formula ∃o • (Ref(root, o) ⇒ Inh(typeof(o), DrawingElement)) can be specified to restrict the type of objects the Compositor root refers to.
By the evaluation, we find that besides design patterns, other custom micro patterns and general objectoriented properties can also be represented by relation calculus and checked.
Discussions
Our approach has three contributions that are different from previous works. (1)The interesting point of our approach is to combine the static and dynamic analysis together to achieve the abstract model (class and object diagrams) from source code for the pattern detection. (2)The relational calculus we present here can not only regulate design pattern specification, but also specify user-related properties with patterns. (3)The algorithm for relational calculating is developed especially for pattern checking instead of converting the problem of relational satisfiability into other forms suited for constraint solvers (e.g. SAT solver).
Design pattern recognition from source code is widely studied, for instance, in [11, 4, 16, 5] . However, most of them used static analysis to construct the abstract model. This approach is hard to detect some patterns that are related closely to object diagram, e.g. creation patterns from GoF. Moreover, by means of dynamic analysis, we even can specify the dynamic relations between objects, for instance, the removal of a relation between objects. The execution semantics of rCOS can facilitate us to construct object diagram dynamically.
Most of previous works focuses on the pattern dis- If we use the tools developed, it is easy to find this is an abstract factory pattern. However, most of them cannot recognize that class BombedM azeF actory mistakenly creates instances of DoorN eedingSpell instead of Door. This example indicates that user-related property on applying design patterns are important to general property of it as well. Thus, the ability of specifying user-related property is very crucial. The relational calculus we developed can easily capture user-related property which can be dealt with by our relation analyzer in a uniform way. Because the relational calculus proposed here is for the analysis of object relations, we implement the relational calculation algorithm by ourselves. Though we can also transform the relational constraints into a suitable form that can be solved by a constraint solver like what the Alloy analyzer [6] does, we still adopt to develop our own relational analysis algorithm. The reason is that the relational calculation proposed here is small and only describes the object relations, which keeps the analysis algorithm simple.
Due to the elimination of universal quantifier, the time complexity of the worst-case of our algorithm is O(n l ) in which n denotes the total number of node in the target graph and l is the length of the formula. Besides that, in common cases the complexity is usually in O(ln). We still need to improve the efficiency of the analysis algorithm further, which is one of our future work.
Related Work
There are some previous works with design pattern detection and analysis. Beyer et al. proposed RML [4] , a predicate calculus, to describe relations. RML also borrows notations from first-order predicate, and provides some predefined predicates as well. RML can be regarded as a general relational calculus which can be used not only on the pattern description, but also other applications, such as change impact analysis, code clones etc. Beyer et al. designed BDDs [19] to encode relations for the efficient representation and manipulation of large relations. Part of our work is close to theirs, but we focus on validating the properties of design patterns, which requires us to restrict the target on object model we would like to check. Blewitt et al. [1] also proposed a pattern specification language, SPINE, that allows patterns to be defined in terms of constraints on their implementation in Java. The SPINE is a Prolog-like language which is defined in terms of built-in functions and predicates. Then, a proof engine is applied to prove whether or not the class correctly realizes the design pattern. However, there are some patterns cannot be represented by SPINE because of the expressiveness ability of this language, such as Command Pattern etc. Smith and Stotts [11] presented an interesting approach to discovering patterns by a logical inference system. They adopted a type-like system to encode patterns, and also used a proof system to find patterns by the inference rules they defined.
Tsantalis et al. [16] proposed a different method based on similarity scoring between graph vertices. The patterns are encoded as matrices which correspond to graphes. Then, the similarity scoring algorithm is applied to the matrices. The advantage of this method is that it can deal with large systems efficiently because of the nature of similarity scoring algorithm. Meanwhile, the disadvantage of this method is that the expressiveness ability is not good enough. For example, the transitive closure cannot be denoted by matrices. Heuzeroth et al. presented a design pattern detection method in [5] , which used a family of algorithms for each pattern. This method is not easily to be extended new patterns, because the detection algorithm has to be re-designed for the new pattern. Gil and Maman [12] presented a catalog of micro-patterns instead of design patterns defined on Java classes and interfaces. The detection of those micro-patterns is more easier since most of them can be checked by Java syntactical tree.
To represent and compute relational constraints, Jackson [6] proposed Alloy with Alloy analyzer, which are designed for the analysis of object models and the analyzer as a generic relational engine where a SAT-like solver plays a key role at back-end. In [8] Jackson et al. improved their analyzer by designing an efficient relational model finder called Kodkod with combination of some novel techniques such as symmetry detection algorithm etc. Calculators for binary relational algebra [18, 13, 17] also have been applied to analyze software systems for points-to analysis [15] , calculation of software metrics [3] etc.
Conclusion
This paper propose an interesting approach to check design pattern properties based on rCOS framework. We combine the static and dynamic analysis together to get the abstract model from rCOS source code. By means of the execution semantics of rCOS, the corresponding object graph with type information can be constructed dynamically. We also present a relational predicate language in order to describe the relations on class and object diagram. With the relational analysis algorithm we developed, we can check the general or user-related properties to see whether patterns exist or are used correctly in rCOS program.
